SKID-LOCK®
UNITIZING SYSTEMS

UNITIZING WITHOUT WASTE!

The Gluefast Company, Inc.
Neptune, New Jersey  USA
SKID-LOCK® CAN REDUCE OR ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR:

- STRETCH WRAP
- STRAPPING
- CORNER BOARDS
REDUCING SOLID WASTE

AND

PRESERVING OUR ENVIRONMENT
UNITIZING WITHOUT WASTE!

SKID-LOCK® UNITIZING SYSTEMS
Introduction

- SKID-LOCK® - A water based adhesive system that can reduce or eliminate the need for stretch wrap, strapping or corner boards!
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SKID-LOCK® - A water based adhesive system that can reduce or eliminate the need for stretch wrap, strapping or corner boards!

SKID-LOCK® is applied on the top of cartons, paper or plastic bags, forming a bond that holds during shipping but is easily removed by pulling upwards when depalletizing.

Manual and automatic applicators available.
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- Paper mill with reams of paper unitized with SKID-LOCK®
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- **SKID-LOCK®**
  Applicator unitizing shrink wrapped aseptic juice boxes
UNITIZING WITHOUT WASTE!

- Multi-wall paper bags unitized with SKID-LOCK®
- No stretch wrap needed!
Five Most Frequently Asked Questions
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- SKID-LOCK® contains a resin which provides the bond.
- A release agent in SKID-LOCK® prevents deep penetration of the resin into the substrate.
- The bond formed has high shear strength (side to side) and low tensile strength (up & down).
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- SKID-LOCK® is water based.
- It contains no known hazardous chemicals and its ingredients conform to FDA spec 175.105 for use in Food Packaging Adhesives.
- SKID-LOCK® is repulpable.
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3. HOW IS SKID-LOCK® APPLIED?
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- Two stripes of SKID-LOCK® are applied as shown on the carton below:
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Gluefast has simple squeeze bottles or pressure tanks to quickly and efficiently apply SKID-LOCK® manually.
HOW IS SKID-LOCK® APPLIED?

- Two stripes of SKID-LOCK® are applied.
- Gluefast has simple squeeze bottles or pressure tanks to quickly and efficiently apply SKID-LOCK® manually.
- SKID-LOCK® is extruded in a bead or sprayed, depending on the application.
Gluefast also offers two fully automatic SKID-LOCK® applicators:

1. An entry level system with optional skip-glue pattern for adhesive savings.
HOW IS SKID-LOCK® APPLIED?

2 An advanced system with a programmable logic controller (PLC) featuring an optional skip-glue pattern, ability to apply no SKID-LOCK® on the top layer of items, item counters, and programmable pallet configuration for easy product changes.
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CAN SKID-LOCK® ELIMINATE STRETCH WRAP, STRAPPING, AND CORNERBOARDS? YES, IF...

- All Items are of uniform size on the pallet.
- Minimum 10 lb./ft² (.5 kg/m²) per item.
- Minimum pallet load of 1000 lbs. (450 kg)
CAN SKID-LOCK® ELIMINATE STRETCH WRAP, STRAPPING, AND CORNERBOARDS? YES, IF...

- All Items are of uniform size on the pallet.
- Minimum 10 lb./ft² (.5 kg/m²) per item.
- Minimum pallet load of 1000 lbs. (450 kg)
- SKID-LOCK® should be dry before entering a freezer.
- Pallet load should be interlocking (cross-stacked) as shown here.
For columnar stacked pallet loads, using SKID-LOCK® with a reduced amount of stretch wrap provides a more stable load, reducing or eliminating damage during shipping.
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- SKID-LOCK® can result in savings of up to 50% when compared to stretch wrap!

STRETCH WRAP COST
$.20 - $.60 / PALLET

SKID-LOCK® COST
$.10 - $30 / PALLET
HOW DOES THE COST OF USING SKID-LOCK® COMPARE TO THE COST OF USING STRETCH WRAP?

- SKID-LOCK® can result in savings of up to 50% when compared to stretch wrap!

- Even when stretch wrap is required, a reduced amount of wrap used with SKID-LOCK® can reduce costs and increase load stability!
SKID-LOCK® Consumption

DOLLAR COST PER PALLET

CARTON LENGTH
16 INCHES, (40 CM)
56 CARTONS PER PALLET

- All Cartons Glued, Full Glue Pattern
- Top Tier Not Glued, All Others Full Glue Pattern
- Top Tier Not Glued, All Others Skip Glue Pattern
- Stretch Wrapped
Test SKID-LOCK® in your factory!

Gluefast can determine your SKID-LOCK® costs based on your pallet configuration.
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SKID-LOCK® can save you money!
Test SKID-LOCK® in your factory!

SKID-LOCK® can protect your shipment!

SKID-LOCK® can save you money!

SKID-LOCK® can help reduce solid waste by reducing stretch wrap consumption!
GLUEFAST HAS DISTRIBUTION

Throughout the United States!

And Around the World!
UNITIZING WITHOUT WASTE!
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For more information...

Call, FAX, write, or E-mail to:

The Gluefast Company, Inc.
3535 Route 66, Building #1
Neptune, NJ 07753 USA

Phone 732-918-4600 from outside USA
Toll Free Phone in USA 800-242-7318
FAX 732-918-4646 / E-mail info@gluefast.com
WEB PAGE URL http://www.gluefast.com
THE END
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